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Overview 
Episode 13, “Unafraid of the Dark.” We take our final journey in the Ship of the Imagination, 
from the ancient world’s greatest repository of knowledge, the Library of Alexandria, all the 
way out into interstellar space and far beyond. We follow Voyager 1 to the space between 
the stars, where it continues to sail onwards in its mission of perhaps a billion years. Carl 
Sagan’s meditation on Voyager’s image of our own home, Earth - the Pale Blue Dot - gives 
us insight into our place in the cosmos, and Neil reflects on the tenets of science’s ethos 
before offering us the Ship of the Imagination, to take on our own endless discoveries. !
Grade Levels 
6-12 !
Episode Summary 
A journey back in time to the city of Alexandria in the third century B.C.E. where the dream 
of becoming a citizen of the cosmos was born. The story of the Ptolemaic kings is told, 
with their passion for knowledge and the vast sums they were willing to pay for its 
acquisition. We walk through the rooms where the 700,000 scrolls they collected from 
around the world were stored. And yet, you, at this moment, have a hundred times more 
information at your finger tips than the mightiest kings of Egypt ever had. 

Martin Behaim created the first globe of the world mere months before Columbus 
discovered another continent or two. It’s okay to laugh at Behaim, but he knew far more 
about his world, the Earth, than we do about ours – the cosmos. 

We rise to dizzying heights with Viktor Hess in a hot air balloon in the early 20th century to 
discover the still unsolved mystery of cosmic rays. 

!
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We return to the Ship of the Imagination to meet the most brilliant man you’ve never heard 
of: crazy, impossible Fritz Zwicky. This one man predicted the existence of supernovas, 
neutron stars, gravitational lensing, and dark matter. It would require another great mind to 
prove the existence of that last item. 

Despite all the obstacles to a woman aspiring to be a scientist in the 1950’s, Vera Rubin 
persevered and solved the mystery that Zwicky first glimpsed. It was as if we had been 
standing on the seashore at night mistakenly believing that the froth on the waves was all 
there was to the ocean. Vera Rubin looked at the stars and realized that they were merely 
the foam on the waves... The greatest part of that ocean remains unknown. All those 
hundred billion galaxies, all those stars, planets, and moons, amount to a small part of 
what really awaits us out there. 

This awareness is the humility that distinguishes science from other human activities. 
Scientists savor the fact that even bigger mysteries await us: dark energy, for one. And it 
was Fritz Zwicky’s supernovas that lit the way to its discovery. There seems to be an 
unknown force in the universe, one that overwhelms gravity on the grandest scale to push 
the cosmos apart. 

Only two of our ships have ventured into the great interstellar ocean of space: NASA’s 
Voyagers 1 and 2. Their epochal reconnaissance of the solar system revolutionized 
planetary astronomy, but perhaps the most significant image they sent back to Earth was 
the picture Voyager 1 took upon leaving Neptune. 

Carl Sagan had lobbied NASA for years to have Voyager look homeward before departing 
the outer solar system for the larger galaxy, this is the photograph he immortalized with his 
unforgettable meditation: The Pale Blue Dot. Twenty-one years later, the reverberations of 
Carl’s iconic thoughts on that image echo still. 
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The impossibly romantic palimpsest of the Voyager Interstellar Golden record - designed 
by the author, Sagan, and a small team- and its possible future reception far, far away, 
somewhere a billion years from now, is imagined. 

A callback to Giordano Bruno and some of the other heroes of knowledge whom we’ve 
come to know in the series leads us to a final voyage through distant realms and a 
celebration of ethos of science.   

!
Discussion Topics 

• What question moved Viktor Hess to go searching the skies high above Austria? 
• How did we discover and later verify the existence of Dark Matter? 
• What, in your view, is the greatest discovery of NASA’S Voyager spacecraft? Why? 
• Where or when would you take your Ship of the Imagination? !!

Online Resources !
http://www.crystalinks.com/libraryofalexandria.html !
Learn more about the fascinating Library of ancient Alexandria and the new Bibliotheca 
Alexandrina, a modern version of the great library. !
http://science.nasa.gov/astrophysics/focus-areas/what-is-dark-energy/ !
A NASA Science explanation of Dark Energy and Dark Matter, together with links exploring 
recent discoveries in these mysterious forces.  !!
Relevant Scenes from COSMOS 

• Act One: A Thought Experiment 
• Act Two: The Most Brilliant Man You’ve Never Heard Of 
• Act Three: A Mysterious Force in the Universe 
• Act Four: Pale Blue Dot 
• Act Five: The Interstellar Ocean is Dark and Deep 
• Act Six: This Sacred Searching !

  
For a deeper dive, more subjects touched on in Episode 12: !
• Ancient Library of Alexandria 
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• Thought experiments 

• Late 15th
 
century European concept of the Earth 

• Experimental discovery of cosmic rays 

• Genius of Fritz Zwicky 

• Supernovae 

• Neutron stars 

• Pulsars 

• Gravitational lensing 

• First intimation of dark matter 

• Vera Rubin 

• Verification of dark matter 

• The invisible universe 

• Dark energy 

• Standard candles 

• Expansion of the universe 

• Big crunch 

• NASA’s Pale Blue Dot image 

• Carl Sagan’s meditation on the PBD 

• Heliosphere 

• Manganese nodules in the deep ocean 

• Mementos of supernovae 

• Distant future of Voyager 1 

• 6th
 
century BCE Assyrian kings 
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• Ubiquity of hydrogen in the universe 

• Hydrogen atom electrons as atomic clocks 

• Decryption of the Voyager record cover scientific hieroglyphics 

• The Earth a billion years ago and a billion years in the future 

• The method and ethos of science, why it matters 

!
!
!
!
Has COSMOS: A SpaceTime Odyssey been a helpful and entertaining resource in your 

classroom? Consider purchasing it on DVD or Blu-Ray!  

!
Available for sale on June 10, 2014 

Available for pre-order now
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